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naval, military, bureaucratic, legal, scientific, and literary norms and their
corresponding lexical and other linguistic effects. This crucial first stage in
the development of a "modern" verbal culture in Russia saw the translation and
publication of a wholly unprecedented number of textbooks and treatises; the
establishment of new printing presses and the introduction of a new alphabet; the
compilation, for the first time, of grammars and dictionaries of Russian; and the
initial standardization, in consequence, of the modern Russian literary language.
Peter's creation of the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences, the chief agency
advancing these reforms, is also highlighted. In the conclusion to his masterwork,
Cracraft deftly pulls together the Petrine reforms in verbal and visual culture to
portray a revolution that would have dramatic consequences for Russia, and for the
world. Table of Contents: Figures Preface Note on Dates and Transliteration 1.
Introduction Historiography Language, Culture, Modernity Russian before Peter 2.
The Nautical Turn Russia in Maritime Europe The Naval Statute of 1720 Other
Nautical Texts Institutionalization 3. Military Modernization Military
Revolutions: Europe to Russia The Military Statute of 1716 Textbooks and Schools
4. Bureaucratic Revolution Advent of the Modern European State The Petrine State
The General Regulation of 1720 Regulations and Justifications 5. Science and
Literature Geometry, Geography, History Eloquence, Theology, Philosophy The
Academy 6. The Language Question The Print Revolution in Russia Lexical
Proliferation Dictionaries and Grammars Russian after Peter 7. Conclusion The
Petrine Revolution in Russia The Persistence of Muscovy Abbreviations Appendix I:
Texts Appendix II: Words Notes Bibliography Index No previous author has attempted
to document the changes in the Russian language during Peter the Great's reign by
setting such a wide range of texts in historical context -- with full reference to
the European background -- in a discussion accessible to non-specialists. James
Cracraft extends the definition of literature beyond belles lettres and private
writings, in which the Petrine era is relatively poor, to 'verbal culture,' in
which it is rich, thereby offering a much wider range of material from a crucial
age of reform and allowing exploration of such phenomena as the vocabulary of
political power. In no other work in print in English can one find such detailed
expositions of the publishing history and contents of such key texts as the Naval
Statute and Military Statutes. Cracraft's judicious interpretation will be
invaluable to serious students of Russian history. This is a work of immense
erudition and a major contribution to scholarship. --Lindsey Hughes, University
College London
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Easy English: ustnykh tem po angliiskomu iazyku Galina Evgenʹevna Vyborova 1999
Dental English Sabine Nemec 2015-06
How to Run Seminars & Workshops Robert L. Jolles 2011-03-25 The Trainer's Guide to
Training Most new trainers and presenters know all they need to know about their
chosen subject. Unfortunately, few of them actually know how to present what they
know. For more than a decade, Robert Jolles's How to Run Seminars and Workshops
has taught tens of thousands of people how to sell, teach, stand up, and deliver
an effective training session on almost any subject in almost any setting. This

Keep Your City Clean : Good Manners Om Books Editorial Team 2016 Keep Your City
Clean Throwing trash in the garbage bin, using public transport are all good
manners. Learn more about what you can do to keep your city clean through this
book.
Polish For Dummies Daria Gabryanczyk 2012-05-07 The ultimate quick and easy guide
to learning Polish Polish can be a difficult language to master. It is pronounced
phonetically and has several unique characters in its alphabet, but with Polish
For Dummies in hand, you'll find yourself speaking like a local in no time. Packed
with practical lessons, handy cultural facts, and essential references (including
a Polish-English mini-dictionary and lists of common verbs), this guide is
specially designed to get you speaking Polish with confidence. With advice on
speaking Polish within the construction, teaching, and public sector industries,
this book is a truly practical tool for anyone wanting to speak the language
either professionally or socially. Includes sections dedicated to Polish in
action, Polish on the go, and Polish in the workplace A companion audio CD
contains Polish conversations spoken by native Polish speakers in a variety of
everyday contexts, perfect for learning Polish on the go A Polish-English
dictionary is included to provide quick access to the most common words With easyto-follow instruction and exercises that give you the language to communicate
during day-to-day experiences, readers of Polish For Dummies will learn the words
and verbal constructions they need to communicate with friends and colleagues at
home, find directions on holiday, and more. Note - CD-ROM/DVD and other
supplementary materials are not included as part of the e-book file, but are
available for download after purchase.
English-Czech dictionary Karel Hais 1991
Linguistica Pragensia 1991
Good with Words Patrick Barry 2019-05-31 If your success at work or in school
depends on your ability to communicate persuasively in writing, you'll want to get
Good with Words. Based on a course at the University of Michigan Law School
students have called "hands down the best class I have taken in law school,"
"perhaps the most important course I took," and "always dynamic and interesting,"
the book brings together a collection of concepts, exercises, and examples that
have also helped improve the advocacy skills of people pursuing careers in many
other fields--from marketing, to management, to medicine.
A New Polish Grammar Józef Andrzej Teslar 1947
Russian in Exercises S. Khavronina 1989-07-01
The English Flora of Sir James Edward Smith Sir William Jackson Hooker 1836
The Petrine Revolution in Russian Culture James CRACRAFT 2009-06-30 The reforms
initiated by Peter the Great transformed Russia not only into a European power,
but into a European culture--a shift, argues James Cracraft, that was nothing less
than revolutionary. The author of seminal works on visual culture in the Petrine
era, Cracraft now turns his attention to the changes that occurred in Russian
verbal culture. The forceful institutionalization of the tsar's reforms--the
establishment of a navy, modernization of the army, restructuring of the
government, introduction of new arts and sciences--had an enormous impact on
language. Cracraft details the transmission to Russia of contemporary European
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new Third Edition updates this classic guide for anyone who has to get up and move
an audience. Just as he did in the book's previous editions, Jolles-former head of
Xerox's world-renowned "train the trainer" program-shares proven, effective
techniques for winning over an audience, holding their interest, conveying
important information, and moving that audience to take action! For seasoned pros,
this is an invaluable tool for becoming a world-class seminar and workshop leader.
For novices, it's a step-by-step self-teaching guide that provides the confidence
and the techniques speakers need to survive and thrive in front of an audience.
Packed with straightforward, trustworthy advice, this reliable resource covers all
the bases for today's professional trainers and speakers, including research and
preparation, questioning techniques, pacing, visual aids, evaluation and support,
feedback, and more: Creating your own seminar business Recognizing different
personalities and types of behavior Training groups with diverse needs On-site
preparations Maintaining the audience's interest The latest technology and visual
aids Giving feedback and coaching Presenting your best self to the audience
Developing a training staff And, most important, how to sell your message Trusted
by thousands of professional trainers for the latest tactics and practices in
seminar and workshop leadership, How to Run Seminars and Workshops, Third Edition
is the ultimate guide for anyone who makes a living sharing what they know with
others.
5 Language Visual Dictionary Dorling Kindersley Publishing, Inc 2003 Labeled
drawings provide a wide range of everyday terms from the telephone to human
anatomy in English, French, German, Italian, and Spanish.
English next Gareth Hughes 2007
Literature and ELT: Louis Sachar's "Holes" Verena Schörkhuber 2013-01-02 Lesson
Plan from the year 2012 in the subject English - Pedagogy, Didactics, Literature
Studies, grade: 1,0, University of Vienna (Institut für Anglistik und
Amerikanistik), course: Literature and ELT (Fachdidaktik-Kurs), language: English,
abstract: Bei dieser Arbeit für den Fachdidaktik-Kurs "Literature and ELT" handelt
es sich um eine Didaktiksierung des Abenteuerromans "Holes" von Louis Sachar (ab
4./5. Lernjahr) mit einigen außergewöhnlichen Ideen zu Übungen/Aktivitäten rund um
"Holes" (Dauer ca. 4 St.), welche auch auf andere literarische Werke angewandt
werden können (creating wanted posters, telephone conversations with the author,
...). Inhalt: Introduction: Why teach literature (or Literature?) in ELT; Choice
of text; Work plan for four lessons; Conclusion; Bibliography; Appendix/Work
sheets: 'dig it', character sketch, 'mad lib', discuss-decide-survive, filling in
the holes: questions, create your own 'wanted poster', reading log. Auszug: Choice
of text We shouldn’t teach great books; we should teach a love of reading. (B. F.
Skinner) I have chosen the novel Holes by Louis Sachar with the quotation above in
mind: even though it might not be classified as one of the ‘great books’, i.e. of
‘(high) Literature’, it is definitely one of those books that can serve to ‘teach
a love of reading’. Holes is the exciting story of Stanley Yelnats (mind the
palindrome!), an overweight boy who is unjustly sent to Camp Green Lake, a boys’
juvenile detention centre. Stanley knows that this is due to a curse on his ‘nogood-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-great-grandfather’, who did not fulfil a
promise he had made to Madame Zeroni. At the camp, Stanley and six other boys are
forced to dig holes every day in order to pay their debt to society. However,
Stanley soon finds out that there is more than ‘character building’ going on
[...]. The novel and its main themes (friendship, racism, justice, fate, etc.) can
be exploited in many appealing ways for classroom reading. [...] In the open
learning sequence I have prepared, two basic approaches to reading a book in class
are incorporated. First, there is the ‘classical’ approach with its wellestablished, successful activities, whereby the focus of assessment is (as is
usual on an upper-secondary level) on both language and content. On the other
hand, the activities on the second work sheet focus on the themes dealt with in
the book. Since friendship, bullying, racism, etc. are issues in (nearly) every
teenager’s life, it can be motivating for the students to deal with these topics
from a personal point of view, in a creative way. The activities on both work
sheets are designed in a way that allows the students to plan which tasks to do
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Easy Spanish Crossword Puzzles Jane Burnett 1985-02-01 Learn Spanish through
crossword puzzles! Easy Spanish Crossword Puzzles offers you an entertaining but
effective way of expanding your knowledge of the Spanish language and culture. The
crucigramas in this book cover a wide variety of topics that will challenge and
help you develop your Spanish-language skills. Easy Spanish Crossword Puzzles
features two levels of difficulty. In the first half of the book, you will find
simple English-to-Spanish puzzles that explore topics of grammar and culture
normally addressed at the beginning of Spanish studies. In the second half, the
puzzles are all in Spanish and thus are somewhat more difficult. If you have
difficulty with a puzzle clue, solutions are provided at the back of the book.
Includes: 14 puzzles with English clues and Spanish answers 18 puzzles with
Spanish clues and English answers 12 puzzles with both Spanish clues and answers
Speakout Upper Intermediate 2nd Edition Students' Book and DVD-ROM Pack Frances
Eales 2015-09 The Students' Book has a motivating DVD spread at the end of every
unit. Based on authentic clips from the BBC's rich archive, these lessons are
designed to consolidate language and act as a springboard for further speaking and
writing tasks. Upper Intermediate: B2 to B2+, Global Scale of English 59-75
The Library of Congress Author Catalog Library of Congress 1953
Let's Talk Now A2 Lynda Hübner 2016-09-05
Lexical Teaching 2016
Easy Italian Crossword Puzzles Nancy Goldhagen 1990-02-01
Swahili Basic Course - Student Text J. G. Miela 2016-03-20 Swahili Basic Course Student Text is part of the Swahili Basic Course. FSI Courses are language courses
developed by the Foreign Service Institute and were primarily intended for US
government employees.This courses are very intense to let a learner achieve
proficiency as fast and as efficient as possible. Keep in mind that most of the
courses were developed during the cold war area between 1960 and 1990 and the type
set in this book is therefore not as accurate as you might expect.
Cook with Jamie Jamie Oliver 2007-10-02 My guide to making you a better cook. I
can't tell you how long I've dreamed about writing this book. It's the biggest
book I've ever done, and I've really tried to make it a timeless, modern-day
classic. Whether you're a student, a young couple, an established cook, or a
novice, I'll take you through a whole load of simple and accessible recipes that
will blow the socks off your family and any guests you might have round for
dinner. There's information on the equipment that I think you should have in your
kitchen, advice on how to recognize and cook loads of different cuts of meat, as
well as on how to get the best value and quality when you're out shopping. With
all of us consuming more processed food than ever, it's a sad fact that most
people just aren't confident enough to cook anymore. With this in mind, now is the
time for you to get stuck in and reclaim your fantastic cooking heritage! You know
what . . . if you're going to eat three times a day for the rest of your life, you
might as well learn to cook properly and enjoy it! So roll up your sleeves and let
me help you. P.S.: By the way, you should feel good about buying this book because
every single penny I make from it will go toward training and inspiring young kids
from tough backgrounds all over the world to have a career in food through the
Fifteen Foundation. So on behalf of them, thank you.
Complete Bulgarian Beginner to Intermediate Course Michael Holman 2010-06-25 Are
you looking for a complete course in Bulgarian which takes you effortlessly from
beginner to confident speaker? Whether you are starting from scratch, or are just
out of practice, Complete Bulgarian will guarantee success! Now fully updated to
make your language learning experience fun and interactive. You can still rely on
the benefits of a top language teacher and our years of teaching experience, but
now with added learning features. The course is structured in thematic units and
the emphasis is placed on communication, so that you effortlessly progress from
introducing yourself and dealing with everyday situations, to using the phone and
talking about work. By the end of this course, you will be at Level B2 of the
Common European Framework for Languages: Can interact with a degree of fluency and
spontaneity that makes regular interaction with native speakers quite possible
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without strain for either party. Learn effortlessly with a new easy-to-read page
design and interactive features: AUTHOR INSIGHTS Lots of instant help with common
problems and quick tips for success, based on the author's many years of
experience. GRAMMAR TIPS Easy-to-follow building blocks to give you a clear
understanding. USEFUL VOCABULARY Easy to find and learn, to build a solid
foundation for speaking. DIALOGUES Read and listen to everyday dialogues to help
you speak and understand fast. PRONUNCIATION Don't sound like a tourist! Perfect
your pronunciation before you go. TEST YOURSELF Tests in the book and online to
keep track of your progress. TRY THIS Innovative exercises illustrate what you've
learnt and how to use it. The course is available as a book (9781444106008), as a
pack comprising the book and double CD (9781444106923) and as a double CD
(9781444107029). Rely on Teach Yourself, trusted by language learners for over 75
years.
English as a foreign language for deaf and hard of hearing persons in Europe Ewa
Domagała-Zyśk 2013
Easy English: Sbornik uprazhnenii po angliiskoi grammatike Galina Evgenʹevna
Vyborova 1998
Easy English Galina Evgenʹevna Vyborova 2005
Russian Social Media Influence Todd C. Helmus 2018-04-12 Russia employs a
sophisticated social media campaign against former Soviet states that includes
news tweets, nonattributed comments on web pages, troll and bot social media
accounts, and fake hashtag and Twitter campaigns. Nowhere is this threat more
tangible than in Ukraine. Researchers analyzed social media data and conducted
interviews with regional and security experts to understand the critical
ingredients to countering this campaign.
A Course in Miracles 2005
A Concise Hopi and English Lexicon 1985-01-01 "A Concise Hopi and English Lexicon"
is a lexical research tool for persons interested in the Hopi language. An effort
has been made to include the most frequent forms of basic roots. The work is
designed to serve as wide-ranging an audience as possible: Hopi speakers as well
as those not fluent in this language, the scholar as well as the general reader.
The lexicon treats the Third Mesa dialect and the vocabulary items are limited to
items of common usage. The work is presented in two sections: the first and main
section is Hopi-English and the second is an English-Hopi index.
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Basic! English 2007 basic! A2 ist der Aufbaukurs zum bewährten Audio-Sprachkurs
basic! aus der Reihe TELC von digital publishing. Der Kurs nimmt den Faden beim
Abschluss des offiziellen Europäischen Sprachenzertifikats A1 auf und führt in 6
Wochen zur nächsten Stufe der Euro-päischen Sprachenzertifikate
English G Highlight - Hauptschule/Band 3: 7. Schuljahr - Schülerbuch Sydney Thorne
2014
Jak Się Rzeczy Mają ... Daniela Zyman 2008 "The Way Things Are... Works by the
Thyssen-Bornemisza Art Contemporary Collection exams the question of artistic
representation of today's increasingly precarious work and social spheres within
advanced economies. As we are experiencing radical processes of transformation,
the multivoiced "work histories" by Anetta Mona Chisa and Lucia Tkavoca, Los
Carpinteros, Julian Rosefeldt, Allan Sekula, and Andreas Siekmann negotiate the
space between global ecologies and individual localized realities. Framed by an
extensive film program, this publication maps artists and filmmakers' attentive
engagement with contemporary experience of work, labor and production in our
social world."--BOOK JACKET.
The Athenaeum 1867
Simply Business B1+ Coursebook Kristen Acquaviva 2015-10
Easy English: Easy English Галина Евгеньевна Выборова 1998 Readings, dialogues,
and exercises, chiefly in English, with vocabulary and explanatory notes in
Russian. Each chapter demonstrates particular aspects of grammar and vocabulary.
Intuitive Studies Gordon Smith 2012-05-07 During the many years he spent
delivering messages of hope and love from the spirit world, Gordon Smith has
observed how many people long to learn how to be more intuitive themselves, and
would love to be able to connect to the other side in the same way he does. Gordon
feels strongly that developing your intuitive gifts should be something that gives
you joy, brings you clarity and makes you more contented in your life. Based on
his experiences of teaching and guiding complete beginners on their paths to
communicating with spirit, this book provides simple and easy-to-follow exercises
that will help you sharpen your psychic senses, open yourself to receive
communication from your spirit guides and interpret the telepathic language of
spirit. Once you have learned the basics and gained confidence in your skills,
Gordon then guides you to the next step of your journey, showing you how you can
use this very special energy to help others.
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